Abstract. 2014 Intrinsic defects tend to oscillate relative to the domains in the two-phase region of the orientational transformation. When the solid is treated as a continuous elastic medium, the vibrational frequencies of vacancies and mobile dislocations are found to decrease as (To -T)1/3 and | T0 -T |1/2, respectively, near the transition point To. From the ultrasonic excitation of the soft mode of dislocations at angular frequency 03C9 the internal friction acquires displaced maxima at To ± k03C92 and extended tails of the form 03C9 | T0 -T|-1. A spectroscopic study of the transitional opalescence is proposed to check the estimate of 50 MHz as a lower bound on the frequency of the soft mode of dislocations in a good crystal.
point To. From the ultrasonic excitation of the soft mode of dislocations at angular frequency 03C9 the internal friction acquires displaced maxima at To ± k03C92 and extended tails of the form 03C9 | T0 -T|-1. A spectroscopic study of the transitional opalescence is proposed to check the estimate of 50 MHz as a lower bound on the frequency of the soft mode of dislocations in a good crystal. 1. Introduction. -Valuable insight into the quasistatic properties of solids during weakly first-order transitions is provided by the continuum theory of lattice defects. By way of illustration consider the opalescence of ammonium chloride during its orientational ordering reaction. Assume that the light undergoes multiple Rayleigh-Gans scattering from the domains formed in the two-phase region of the reaction [1] . It can be plausibly argued that the intensity of the light emerging at 900 is proportional to the surface area of the domains [2] . Suppose further that the transition points of the crystallites around a vacancy are determined solely by its Alr 3 stress field [3] . The [5] it is concluded that domain evolution is controlled by vacancies in the lower part of the coexistence region and by dislocations in its upper portion [6] . [13, 14] . Like the Koehler mode, the soft mode should be broadened by a strong radiation damping. In the formal description of the soft mode a retarding force varying as the speed of the dislocation can be used. The internal friction Q -1 of such a damped resonance may be written [15] where y characterizes the damping force per unit mass per unit speed of the dislocation. It is We that causes the internal friction to vary during the orientational transformation. The internal friction passes through maxima when We = c~ or when the temperature is where k is practically a constant. On the other hand, when ~ ~ w, the temperature differs substantially from To and the internal friction goes inversely as the temperature displacement
The soft mode of vacancies should also be subject to a strong radiation damping when it is excited acoustically. In (8) .
Blocked from the use of eqs. (8) and (10) , one turns to eqs. (7) and (9) as a means of testing the present approach to ultrasonic absorption. Their predictions clearly differ from the implication of the Landau theory that the displacement of the peak varies as the first power of the frequency [21] . It should be emphasized that the displaced maxima of the internal friction are observable only if the acoustic frequency exceeds the lower bounds of the soft modes. These bounds can be estimated theoretically but it seems preferable to determine them experimentally. The experimental results can then serve as a check on the earlier calculation of 50 MHz for a crystal having 4 x 104 dislocations/cm2.
For this purpose I propose a measurement of the spectral width of the light quasielastically scattered by ammonium chloride during its orientational ordering reaction. Near To the dynamic width is expected to remain finite, reflecting the boundedness of the defect modes. Lazay [5] finds that the opalescence of an ammonium chloride crystal can rise an order of magnitude when it is cycled through the reaction. In contrast, Yagi et al. [22] and Courtens [23] [27] and its strong scattering of light [5] . According to Ginzburg [28] and Benedek [29] the hallmark of critical opalescence is a spectral narrowing near the transition point. If [26] and the ferroelectric transformation of potassium dihydrogen phosphate [30] but not for the ferroelectric transition of lead germanate [31] . Is a two-phase region in the latter really ruled out by the experimental information at hand ? Could not its anomalous ultrasonic absorption [32] result from the excitation of the soft mode of dislocations ?
